Banking as a service
The sustainability of the status quo at ﬁnancial institutions has been called into
question. With Fintech initiatives growing exponentially (Fintech topics are now the
fastest-growing research topic in the SSRN), ﬁnancial institutions are at a crossroad:
adopt new technology and products fast, or get left behind.
The digital horizon glows in the distance but takes many steps to get there. Even where
ﬁnancial institutions see the need and move toward new products for today’s
consumer, there is one serious issue that has to be addressed ﬁrst, and which no one
is talking about.
For ﬁnancial institutions moving toward new products, their core banking
system needs to support those products and a streamlined roll-out. Without
that system in place, designing products will only become more cumbersome.

Core Banking Done Right
Our vision at Articode is ﬁnancial inclusion. In order to get there, FIs need simple product design to roll out greater value to more
clients while lowering the cost of ﬁnancial services for all. To that end, we created “Banking as a Service” (“BaaS”).

BaaS is our solution to how future core banking platforms should be developed.

Fully
customizable

Launch new
products in a click

Scaling faster,
capitalizing smarter

Our ﬁnancial clients gain access to
the core digital banking platform in a
“pay as you grow” model, fully
optimized to correspond to their
market and products.

Tapping into millions of new clients
(and responding to new consumer
needs) is a click away. No additional
development is needed to run new
products.

With one-click integrations, act
immediately from lessons learned
to create stronger products and
capitalize on market opportunities.

Reduce risk and
increase margins

Cutting-edge
digital experience

With all the solutions you need on
one platform, compliance is
streamlined and the cost per
account per year is greatly reduced.

Satisfy the needs and expectations
of your clients while branding your
institution as responsive,
forward-thinking and client-centric.

Your real currency doesn’t show in
ledger balances. It shows in the
products designed for convenience,
security and opportunity. If you
aren’t dealing in the terms your
target clients expect, no exchange
will ever take place.
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Use Case
Many ﬁnancial institutions still don’t take the “human factor” into account when developing
new products. Market numbers come in, and less imaginative products come out.
For any FI whose goal is to access millions of new clients or develop products that turn
single-account clients into multi-account brand ambassadors, the human experience with
your products has to be considered. And today, that experience is digital.

Our E-wallets solution
Was built to support FIs meeting underbanked markets by serving their greatest need today: secure access to their funds plus
purchasing power. We built this solution by integrating multiple services into our core ﬁnancial platform, including:

Know Your Client (KYC): The KYC process is fully automated in our e-wallet solution up to the point where the FI
is responsible for ﬁnal (manual) veriﬁcations. A third-party service was also integrated into the platform to take
care of all ID veriﬁcations and “list check” requirements.

Internal transfers: Each client is automatically given access to transfers between his or her accounts, including
any custom accounts created by your FI.

Local transfers: we also integrated multiple local payment hubs (all third-party solutions) into the platform to
allow clients to receive and transfer funds to accounts outside of our BaaS.

International transfers: Multiple payment hubs can be connected to our e-wallet platform, including SWIFT,
PSD2-regulated TPPs, Blockchain providers and others. These solutions are enabled and monitored by a
third-party provider to reduce the risk of managing this capital.

Currency exchange: Currency exchanges with real-time competitive rates are displayed for users with
transactions enabled by a third-party service integration. (This includes dealing rooms to monitor the proﬁt and
loss from all exchanges.)

Pre-paid credit cards: Day-to-day purchase and cash withdrawals are the most important functionalities for
clients using e-wallets. The card balances on our e-wallet connect directly to the provider’s charger account,
enabling the issuing, reloading and withdrawal of funds at stores and online. This service is compliant with PCI DSS
level 1.

These solutions are integrated with the BaaS platform to provide a full, self-service e-wallet
experience linked to the unique products of each financial institution.
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The BaaS Experience
Mobile and Web Applications
Today, ﬁnancial institutions are at the doorstep of more inclusive and
cost-eﬀective ﬁnancial products once they get the right digital components in
place. Paper and ediﬁces have been replaced with the cloud and “as a service”
software models for the ﬁnancial institutions positioned to move forward.
The user experience - both for ﬁnancial institution employees and for clients is how that digital transformation is used in real terms. On our BaaS, you can
deploy the entire user-centric platform in a day using our automation
processes. Every component is self-deployed, and no additional development is
needed to launch new products.
For the beneﬁt of the client and the FI, all communications
on the BaaS are done through digital channels. Consumers
generally use mobile applications, while businesses use
web-based platforms. These two sides of our BaaS are
seamlessly integrated for an intuitive user experience.

The mobile application of our BaaS was designed on Android
and iOS using the same framework for both operating
systems. This makes it easier to maintain and means faster
development time for additional updates we build on our
BaaS mobile interface.

FI Operations
All the business logic, structure, permissions and workﬂows are deﬁned during the BaaS onboarding process. The FI is left ready
to operate and later adjust any organizational conﬁgurations as needed with the development of new products.

Accounting

Client support and sales

The onboarding process includes building an account
chart to ﬁt the FI’s business logic, including a hierarchy
of GLs, accounting rules, product links and ﬁnancial
trails for automated control.

The back oﬃce of the BaaS platform is built to support
workﬂows like task management, live chat rooms with
clients, ticketing service and reporting to facilitate the
most competitive support services.

Deployment
The platform is a cloud native, agnostic system to provide FIs with all the beneﬁts of customization and scalability. The “one click”
deployment components were a crucial feature as we developed BaaS. With that BaaS deployment process supported, FIs can
drastically reduce time to market for launching new products and services.
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Who we are?
Articode is the software development company building unparalleled innovation in core banking platforms. We believe FIs today
need a high-performing solution to facilitate rapid product growth. Anything less than an industry-speciﬁc and ﬂexible design will
ultimately be no more than a weight on FI product development.
Articode is not here to repeat what's been done or to create superﬁcial solutions. We're here to do things better than before.
With this mission and our team's unique experience in the ﬁnancial sector, we created BaaS as the new standard for core
banking systems.
The extent to which your ﬁnancial institution uses BaaS depends on your needs. The BaaS is oﬀered on a "pay as you grow"
model, because we’re conﬁdent that, with the right system to support you, your growth is guaranteed.

BaaS Consulting
Our experience in the ﬁnancial sector and in developing and delivering BaaS has given us unique insights into core banking
systems. We’re here to see ﬁnancial industries break through the glass ceiling of dated infrastructures and slow product
development. To this end, we also provide consultation on:

Market research

Product design

Compliance

The Fintech ecosystem is enormous
and only getting bigger. New services
are launched and market structures
change day after day. We help FI
clients identify and understand the
unique
opportunities
new
technologies bring them.

The competition keeps growing, and
end-users struggle to see the
diﬀerence between oﬀers. We help
position FI services and products
based on best practices and real,
measurable business opportunities.

The Fintech market is highly regulated
and good product design requires
compliance to be easily integrated.
We do extensive research on the
latest regulations to consult on
compliance risk while building and
deploying new services.
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